Allosteric Modulation of NMDARs Reverses Patients’ Autoantibody Effects in Mice
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Abstract

Background and Objectives
To demonstrate that an analog (SGE-301) of a brain-derived cholesterol metabolite, 24(S)-hydroxycholesterol, which is a selective positive allosteric modulator (PAM) of NMDA receptors (NMDARs), is able to reverse the memory and synaptic alterations caused by CSF from patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis in an animal model of passive transfer of antibodies.

Methods
Four groups of mice received (days 1–14) patients’ or controls’ CSF via osmotic pumps connected to the cerebroventricular system and from day 11 were treated with daily subcutaneous injections of SGE-301 or vehicle (no drug). Visuospatial memory, locomotor activity (LA), synaptic NMDAR cluster density, hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP), and paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) were assessed on days 10, 13, 18, and 26 using reported techniques.

Results
On day 10, mice infused with patients’ CSF, but not controls’ CSF, presented a significant visuospatial memory deficit, reduction of NMDAR clusters, and impairment of LTP, whereas LA and PPF were unaffected. These alterations persisted until day 18, the time of maximal deficits in this model. In contrast, mice that received patients’ CSF but from day 11 were treated with SGE-301 showed memory recovery (day 13), and on day 18, all paradigms (memory, NMDAR clusters, and LTP) had reversed to values similar to those of controls. On day 26, no differences were observed among experimental groups.

Discussion
An oxysterol biology-based PAM of NMDARs is able to reverse the synaptic and memory deficits caused by CSF from patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis. These findings suggest a novel adjuvant treatment approach that deserves future clinical evaluation.
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Anti-NMDA receptor (NMDAR) encephalitis is an immunemediated disease characterized by a complex neuropsychiatric syndrome and the presence of CSF antibodies against the GluN1 subunit of NMDAR. Although most patients improve with immunotherapy and tumor removal, when needed, one of the most challenging problems of this disease is the prolonged process of recovery. This problem particularly affects memory, attention, and executive functions that usually remain altered for many months after the acute phase has resolved. The reasons for this slow recovery are unclear, but it may be caused by a severe impairment of synaptic function due to persistent immune activation against NMDAR within the CNS, a limited efficacy of current immunotherapies, or a combination thereof.

To achieve a faster or sustained improvement, we postulated that patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis may need, in addition to immunotherapy, adjuvant medication aimed to compensate or overcome the mechanisms altered by the antibodies. This approach would be similar to that used in patients with myasthenia gravis or the Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome who receive immunotherapy along with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors or 3,4-diaminopyridine. Considering that in anti-NMDAR encephalitis, the antibodies cause a reduction of receptors and NMDAR-mediated currents, the potential treatment utility of positive allosteric modulators (PAMs) of NMDARs came to our attention.

There is evidence that a brain-derived cholesterol metabolite, 24(S)-hydroxycholesterol (24(S)-HC), is a potent, direct, and selective PAM of NMDARs. Several synthetic analogs of 24(S)-HC such as Δ5,6-3β-oxy-nor-choleryl-dimethylcarbinol (SGE-201) and SGE-301 have similar mechanisms of action. An advantage of these compounds is their small size and lipophilicity that allow them to cross the blood-brain barrier and reach CNS concentrations that substantially potentiate NMDAR currents. In rats, administration of SGE-301 reversed the memory deficit caused by phencyclidine, a noncompetitive NMDAR antagonist, and in mice, it prevented the development of memory and synaptic alterations caused by cerebroventricular transfer of patients’ NMDAR antibodies. However, the potential treatment efficacy of SGE-301 in reversing the antibody-mediated effects once the memory and synaptic alterations have already occurred was not investigated. Here, we address this question in the model of cerebroventricular transfer of patients’ CSF antibodies.

**Methods**

**Animals, Surgery, and Patients’ CSF**

One hundred forty-one male C57BL/6J mice (Charles River), 8–10 weeks old, were used in the studies, including 44 for assessment of memory and locomotor activity (LA), 50 for determination of clusters of NMDAR and PSD95 using confocal immunohistochemistry, and 47 for assessment of hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP) and paired-pulse facilitation. Animal care, anesthesia, and the technique of cerebroventricular infusion of patients’ CSF via subcutaneous osmotic pumps (Alzet; volume 100 microliter, flow rate 0.25 microliter/h for 14 days) have been described. The CSF infused was pooled from samples of 10 patients with high titer IgG GluN1 antibodies (all >1:320) and 10 patients with normal pressure hydrocephalus without antibodies (control); samples were dialyzed against phosphate-buffered saline and normalized to a physiologic concentration of 2 mg IgG/dL. The same samples were previously used in a report where the NMDAR antibody specificity and absence of other neuronal antibodies were demonstrated by immunoabsorption with HEK293 cells expressing GluN1, and abrogation of CSF-mediated NMDAR internalization after CSF was immunoabsorbed with GluN1.

**Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Patient Consents**

Written informed consent was obtained from patients, and the study was approved by the local institutional review board (Hospital Clinic, HCB/2018/0192). The Local Ethical Committee of the University of Barcelona following European (2010/63/UE) and Spanish (RD 53/2013) regulations approved the animal studies.

**Preparation of SGE-301 and Experimental Design**

Lyophilized SGE-301 was dissolved in a solution of 30% 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPBCD, Sigma-Aldrich), and the dose (10 mg/kg) for subcutaneous administration was based on previously reported plasma and brain pharmacokinetic studies that demonstrated brain exposures sufficient to modulate activity in preclinical models of NMDAR hypofunction. A similar solution of 30% HPBCD, without drug, served as control (vehicle).

From days 1 to 14, mice were continuously infused in the cerebroventricular system with patients’ or controls’ CSF. From days 11 to 19, each experimental condition was divided into 2 additional groups depending on whether animals were treated with SGE-301 or vehicle (control) (Figure 1A). The treatment interval (days 11–19) was selected according to previous experience with this model, which consistently shows progressive impairment of memory along with a decrease of NMDAR clusters from days 10 to 18. Brain tissue studies were performed in subsets of mice killed at intermediate time points (days 10 and 18) and in the rest of animals killed on day 26 (Figure 1B).
The presence of human IgG bound to brain tissue was quantified using immunofluorescence, as reported. The NMDA receptor specificity of the IgG bound to brain was demonstrated by immunoprecipitation. In brief, homogenates of brain tissue were washed, incubated with protein A/G sepharose beads, precipitated, run in a gel, and blotted with a polyclonal rabbit GluN1 antibody (G8913, 1:200, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), as reported.22

To determine the effects of patients’ antibodies on the number of clusters of NMDAR, nonpermeabilized 5-μm-thick brain sections (obtained on days 10, 18, and 26) were immunohistochemically studied as reported.18 In brief, sections were serially incubated with a human CSF NMDAR antibody (1:20, used as primary antibody), and the labeled NMDARs were determined with a secondary Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-human IgG (1:1000, A-11013, Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA). Sections were then permeabilized and incubated with a polyclonal rabbit anti-PSD95 antibody (1:250, ab18258 Abcam, Cambridge, UK) followed by a secondary Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:1000, A-11012, Thermo Fisher). Slides were mounted and results scanned with the Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with the EC-Plan NEOFLUAR 100×/1.3 NA oil objective. For each animal, 2 identical image z-stacks (each stack comprising 50 optical images) from 3 hippocampal areas, CA1, CA3, and dentate gyrus (total 15 image z-stacks), were acquired. The mean density of clusters of NMDAR or PSD95 was obtained using a spot detection algorithm from Imaris suite v.8.1 (Oxford Instruments, Belfast, UK). The clusters of NMDAR that colocalized with PSD95 were defined as synaptic. Acute hippocampal sections in subsets of mice killed on days 10 or 11, and 18–20 after CSF infusion onset were used for electrophysiologic assessment of LTP and PPF, as reported.

Memory and Locomotor Activity Tasks
Visuospatial memory was determined by the discrimination index obtained from the novel object location (NOL) test, before the infusion of CSF (baseline) and on days 10, 13, 18, and 25 after infusion onset. LA was automatically determined using LA boxes (11 × 21 × 18 cm, Imetronic, Pessac, France) for 1 hour, at baseline, and on days 11, 14, 19, and 26, as reported (Figure 1B).

Statistical Analysis
Data from experiments measuring cluster densities of NMDAR and PSD95 in the brain were assessed using the Kruskal-Wallis test comparing ranks, as populations were not normally distributed according to the D’Agostino-Pearson test and Dunn corrections for multiple comparisons. The analysis of human IgG deposits and electrophysiologic data were assessed by 1-way ANOVA and unpaired t tests. NOL index and LA data were analyzed using repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA. All ANOVA tests included post hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. In all statistical analyses, p value <0.05 was considered significant. For all experiments, the distribution of the data was assessed for outliers and normality. Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism v.8 (La Jolla, CA).

Data Availability
Data supporting these findings are available on reasonable request.

Results
Presence of NMDAR-Specific IgG in the Brains of Mice Infused With Patients’ CSF
Compared with mice infused with controls’ CSF, those infused with patients’ CSF had a higher content of human IgG in the brain regardless of whether animals had been treated with SGE-301 or vehicle (Figure 2A). Immunoprecipitation

Figure 1 Experimental Design

(A) Studies were performed in 4 experimental groups of mice that received a continuous infusion (days 1–14) of controls’ or patients’ CSF via subcutaneously implanted osmotic pumps connected to the cerebroventricular system along with daily subcutaneous injection of vehicle (no drug) or SGE-301 (10 mg/kg diluted in vehicle) from days 11 to 19. Note that before starting treatment on day 11, there are 2 experimental groups (mice infused with controls’ CSF or patients’ CSF).

(B) Timing of memory and locomotor tasks. Baseline novel object location (NOL) and locomotor activity (LA) were obtained before the infusion of controls’ or patients’ CSF (days -2, -1). The same tests were applied on days 10–11, 13–14, 18–19, and 25–26 after onset of infusion of CSF. The effects of patients’ antibodies on the levels of NMDARs or LTP were examined in subsets of mice killed on days 10–11, 18–19, or 26. LTP = long-term potentiation; NMDAR = NMDA receptor.
The binding of patients’ IgG in mice infused with patients’ CSF indicates that SGE-301 does not block the human IgG in mice. A total of 69 hippocampal slices from 47 mice representing the 4 experimental groups (Figure 3B, red channel, and eFigure 1) were used. No effect of patients’ CSF on the density of total cell surface or synaptic NMDAR clusters in hippocampus was examined in 50 mice, including 5 animals for each experimental group at 3 time points (days 10, 18, and 26). For each animal, 15 hippocampal areas were investigated (Figure 3A). A representative CA1 area of each experimental condition (e.g., 1 of the squares in A, right panel) on day 18 is shown at higher magnification in panel 3B. On days 10 and 18, animals infused with patients’ CSF and treated with subcutaneous vehicle (without SGE-301) showed a significant decrease of total cell surface and synaptic NMDARs compared with animals infused with controls’ CSF (Figure 3, C and D). In contrast, animals infused with the same patients’ CSF but treated from day 11 with SGE-301 showed no changes in total or synaptic levels of NMDARs on day 18 (Figure 3D). On day 26 (12 days after the infusion of patients’ CSF antibodies had stopped), the levels of total and synaptic NMDAR in all experimental groups had returned to the value of controls, as expected in this model (Figure 3E). No effects on the levels of PSD95 were observed in any of the time points investigated (days 10, 18, and 26) for all experimental groups (Figure 3B, red channel, and eFigure 1).

Hippocampal electrophysiologic studies were performed in a total of 69 hippocampal slices from 47 mice representing the 4 experimental groups (Figure 4A). On day 10 (before treatment with SGE-301 started), these studies showed that animals infused with patients’ CSF had severe impairment of LTP compared with animals infused with controls’ CSF (Figure 4, B, D, F). This impairment of hippocampal plasticity persisted until day 18 except for the group of animals that were treated with SGE-301. Indeed, animals that received the same patients’ CSF and were treated from day 11 with SGE-301 had normalized LTP and memory function on day 18 (Figure 4, C, E, G).

In contrast to the severe impairment of LTP caused by patients’ CSF in untreated animals, the field excitatory postsynaptic potential recordings following a standard paired-pulse protocol showed in all experimental groups (2 on day 10 and 4 on day 18) a significant facilitation consistent with increased presynaptic release probability (Figure 5). This finding indicates that the effects of patients’ CSF antibodies are predominantly postsynaptic, as reported, and that SGE-301 did not significantly modify presynaptic release probability.

**Treatment With SGE-301 Reversed the Memory Loss Caused by Patients’ CSF**

A total of 44 mice (10–12 per experimental group) were included in these studies. Compared with controls, animals infused with patients’ CSF showed visuospatial memory deficits at first evaluation on day 10 (Figure 6). This memory deficit persisted until day 18 (which in this model is the time of maximal effects) and progressively recovered after the infusion of patients’ CSF had stopped. In contrast, animals infused with the same patients’ CSF but that from day 11 received treatment with subcutaneous SGE-301 showed a rapid recovery of memory, which as of day 13 became similar to that of controls.
of controls. These animals not only showed earlier memory recovery but also remained without memory deficits even though from day 11 to 14 they continued receiving patients’ CSF antibodies. The total time of exploration of the 2 objects (not moved + novel location) was similar in animals of the 4 experimental groups (data not shown). No abnormal behavior or side effects were observed in animals infused with controls’ CSF and treated with SGE-301. The LA was also similar in the 4 groups (data not shown).

Taken together, treatment with SGE-301 resulted in an improvement of memory deficits and restoration of synaptic levels of NMDAR and LTP that had been impaired by CSF from patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis. The treatment effect was particularly notable on day 18, when all paradigms (memory, clusters of NMDAR, and LTP) are consistently impaired in this model but, as shown here, were reversed to normal after treatment with SGE-301.

**Discussion**

We show that SGE-301, a synthetic analog of a major brain-derived cholesterol metabolite, 24(S)-HC, reversed the pathogenic effects of CSF from patients with anti-NMDAR
encephalitis, including the antibody-mediated reduction of NMDAR clusters and impairment of visuospatial memory and synaptic plasticity. These findings are important considering that the main treatment options currently available for anti-NMDAR encephalitis are limited to escalation of immunotherapy and symptom management (e.g., psychosis, seizures, autonomic dysregulation, or hypoventilation) with non-disease-specific treatments.24 Although this treatment approach is successful in improving or resolving the symptoms of the acute phase of the disease in 75%–80% of patients, virtually all patients transition to a second stage characterized by prolonged deficits of memory, attention, and executive functions. These deficits usually show a slow progressive improvement over many months, or in some patients, they remain as persistent sequelae.25,26 The mechanisms underlying this protracted stage of the disease are less known than those of the acute stage; for example, the signs of inflammation (CSF pleocytosis and MRI changes) usually observed in the initial stage are no longer present despite that NMDAR antibodies are detectable in CSF.27 The usefulness of immunotherapy during this second stage is also unclear, and there are no guidelines for treatment. Some investigators maintain treatment with first- or second-line immunotherapies for 1–2 years or use mycophenolate mofetil or azathioprine, whereas others (including ourselves) use symptomatic treatment and a close follow-up to promptly retreat with immunotherapy if there is clinical worsening.
The model of cerebroventricular transfer of patients’ CSF that we have used here shows more similarities to the second stage than to the initial stage of anti-NMDAR encephalitis. In this model, animals receive patients’ CSF NMDAR antibodies which, as previously reported, bind and internalize NMDARs, without inflammatory changes, but causing an impairment of memory and hippocampal plasticity for as long as the antibodies are present in the brain. The model has been useful in demonstrating the pathogenicity of patients’ antibodies and offers the possibility of testing compounds of potential therapeutic utility, such as SGE-301.

Although the exact mechanism of action of SGE-301 has not been fully characterized, we and others previously reported that it increases channel’s open probability and slows the decay phase of the spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs), potentiating NMDAR-mediated EPSCs. In a study in which cultured rat hippocampal neurons were exposed for 48 hours to patients’ CSF or controls’ CSF and during the last 24 hours, each condition was treated with SGE-301 or vehicle (no drug); those that were treated with SGE-301 showed increased NMDAR function compared with the untreated. Of interest, SGE-301 did not block the antibody binding to the brain but significantly decreased (without fully...
Mice infused with patients’ CSF and treated with vehicle (pink line) showed a significant reduction of the Novel Object Location (NOL) index. This memory deficit was reversed in the group of mice infused with the same patients’ CSF but treated from day 11 with SGE-301 (blue line). Note that by day 13, the NOL index of these treated animals has recovered to levels similar to those of controls. No significant memory changes were noted in the groups of mice infused with controls’ CSF and treated with vehicle (light green line) or SGE-301 (dark green line). Number of animals: controls’ CSF + vehicle, n = 11; patients’ CSF + vehicle, n = 10; controls’ CSF + SGE-301, n = 12; patients’ CSF + SGE-301, n = 11. A higher NOL index represents better visuospatial memory. Data are presented as mean ±95% CI. Significance of assessment was performed by repeated-measures 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; p < 0.0001) with Bonferroni post hoc correction. Day 10 (pretreatment with SGE or vehicle): patients’ CSF vs controls’ CSF that will both start treatment with vehicle, *p = 0.0186; patients’ CSF vs controls’ CSF that will both start treatment with SGE-301, *p = 0.0314. Day 13: patients’ CSF + vehicle vs controls’ CSF + vehicle, **p = 0.0081; patients’ CSF + vehicle vs patients’ CSF + SGE-301, **p = 0.0041. Day 18: patients’ CSF + vehicle vs controls’ CSF + vehicle, **p = 0.0016; patients’ CSF + vehicle vs patients’ CSF + SGE-301, **p = 0.0090.

Figure 6 SGE-301 Reverses the Memory Deficit Caused by Patients’ CSF
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preventing) antibody-mediated NMDAR internalization. In addition, treatment with SGE-301 prevented the development of LTP impairment caused by patients’ CSF antibodies. These and the current findings suggest that SGE-301 also increases the recruitment of NMDAR to the synapse to restore the levels and function of synaptic NMDARs. The exact mechanism that facilitates this recruitment is currently unknown and should be the focus of future investigations.

These studies, however, did not allow the assessment of whether SGE-301 is able to reverse the memory and synaptic alterations caused by patients’ CSF because SGE-301 (used subcutaneously and at the same dose as here) was administered simultaneously with the ventricular infusion of patients’ antibodies, and none of the animals developed clinical or synaptic alterations. Thus, we have adapted the model so that the administration of SGE-301 starts after synaptic and memory alterations have already developed. Of interest, between days 10 and 18, which in this model is the period of progressive development of severe memory and synaptic alterations, SGE-301 was able to reverse all antibody-mediated pathogenic effects (memory deficit, reduction of synaptic clusters of NMDARs, and LTP impairment) despite that during 4 days (days 10–14), animals continued receiving the infusion of patients’ CSF.

We believe that the animal model used here is the best currently available model to assess the pathogenic effect of patients’ CSF antibodies and the utility of drugs aimed to reverse this effect. Yet, the study has limitations inherent to this model. For example, we mainly focused on visuospatial memory as a surrogate marker of behavior because in this model, the memory deficit is the most severely affected paradigm and consistently shows a highly predictable alteration detectable from days 10 to 18 of patients’ CSF infusion. This provides a good time interval of 9 days and an intermediate point of assessment (day 13) to determine the treatment efficacy of SGE-301 and to estimate the speed of recovery (e.g., by day 13, the memory deficit was already reversed and remained unaffected until the end of the experiment). The fact that the structural and functional synaptic alterations that underlie the symptoms of this model were also reversed supports the potential utility of PAMs of NMDARs as adjuvant treatment in the second stage of anti-NMDAR encephalitis. It is unclear whether SGE-301 may be effective in improving symptoms in the acute phase or first stage of the disease. In clinical practice, however, assessment of any adjuvant treatment in the acute phase will be challenging because of the presence of concurrent symptoms (seizures, dyskinesias, autonomic instability, or decreased level of consciousness), complications, and use of multiple different treatments.

Overall, the current findings along with those of previous studies support the potential clinical utility of PAMs of NMDAR in patients with anti-NMDAR encephalitis and deserve future testing in the context of a clinical trial. There are ongoing studies with an oxysterol biology-based PAM closely related to SGE-301 (SAGE-718) optimized for clinical applications (e.g., oral bioavailability) that showed a good tolerability profile in healthy volunteers in a double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 1 single ascending disease study and is currently being used in a trial of Huntington disease (which at early stages, associates with hypofunction of NMDARs). Another task for the future is to assess the efficacy of oxysterol-based PAMs in an experimental setting that reproduces the acute inflammatory phase of anti-NMDAR encephalitis, such as in a model of active immunization with NMDARs.
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